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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Fall Meeting September 20-22 at Hilton Head Marriott 

Registration via SATA Website is Now Open 

 

Dear SATA Members, 

Wow - what a terrific Aerosol 101 and Spring Meeting we just had! With over 60 attendees     
for the A101, the majority of whom were first-time attendees, it was a very enthusiastic  
crowd eager for information. Including the speakers, there were well over 90 in attendance 
the following day for the Spring Meeting. The Program, Conference, and Communication 
committees worked very hard to put this together and are to be commended. The 2-day 

affair was well received by all! 
 
 

Your Board members are deep into planning the Fall Meeting to be held at the Hilton Head Marriott in Hilton 
Head, SC, on Sept. 20 – 22, 2017. Registration is available now on the SATA 
website. Check back often for agenda updates! 
 
As you may have surmised from my last few Under Pressure messages, the 
industry associations have been under immense pressure due to consolidation 
and other issues that have affected membership and meeting attendance. 
Your Board is actively addressing these with the concept always in mind that 
we represent you, our members, in presenting timely educational forums for you. If you or any of your 
associates would like to help us by becoming involved in committees, standing for Board election, or feel you 
can in any way help us to help you, please contact any Director. A listing, along with contact information, 
can be found on the last page of this newsletter. We welcome any and all comments that will make your 
association more reflective of your changing needs. Encourage your co-workers, clients, and customers to 
join SATA. Your (volunteer) Board members are devoted to listening to you, guiding the organization, and 
providing an educational service to you that is second to none! 
 
One last note that’s worth mentioning about the website – if your company 
has a job opening, please consider posting that position on the SATA site. 
It’s easy, free, and will benefit the company and those who are seeking 
employment. At last count, there were about 15 current job postings in a 
variety of skills. FFI, contact Pat Martin, admin@southernaerosol.com. 
 
‘Til next time, stay safe and hope to see everyone soon! 
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DR. MICHAEL OXMAN, Managing Director, Ray C. Anderson Center for 
Sustainable Business, GA Tech; Professor of the Practice, Sustainable 
Business addressed the importance of how businesses need strategies to maintain 
their position in the marketplace. Michael served in leadership roles at Acorn 
International LLC and Business for Social Responsibility (BSR).  In these roles, he 
advised a broad range of international energy and mining companies on local 
content, social impact/performance, reporting, strategy, and human rights 
topics.  Michael has also worked for Chevron, Price Waterhouse, and the Overseas 

Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) in risk management, financial/fiscal analysis, and in strategic 
planning functions.  
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DAVE McMILLEN, Business Development Manager for Cascade Technologies, 
spoke about their on-line leak detection devices. Since many fillers have found the 
traditional water bath method insufficient to detect micro leaks in filled aerosols, they 
are increasingly adopting technology capable of keeping pace with the required 
manufacturing and regulatory requirements for leak detection. The approach is to 
maintain the traditional water bath to carry out the pressure testing but additionally  
install a micro leak detection system directly behind the bath to insure they are fully 
compliant in regards to pressure and leak test requirements specified by DOT.  

 
Utilizing about 4 feet of length in the conveyor, the system uses mounted lasers that direct the light in a 
cell where they measure the reflected light.  Variation in light intensity is measured and logged using an 
IR spectrophotometer.  Once the system detects the micro leak, an alarm is sounded and the can is 
automatically rejected.   
 
The system is geared to accept the common propellants currently on the market.  In addition, benchtop 

systems have been developed for Lab, QC, and R&D applications. 

 

DR. ATALAY ATASU, Associate Professor; Area Coordinator, Operations 

Management Ray C. Anderson Center for Sustainable Business, GA Tech 

spoke  about regulation concerns and how they affect businesses expanding on how 

a business reacts to regulations can determine their role in the marketplace. His 

research appeared in Management Science, Manufacturing and Service Operations 

Management, Production and Operations Management, Journal of Industrial 

Ecology, and California Management Review. He is the recipient of a number of awards, including the 

Wickham Skinner Best Paper Award (winner 2007, runner up 2014), Wickham Skinner Early Career 

Research Award (2012), and Paul Kleindorfer Award in Sustainability (2013). He serves as a senior 

editor for POMS' Sustainable Operations, and Industry Studies and Public Policy Departments and 

Associate Editor for MSOM. 
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Due to the ever-changing North American regulatory landscape, MAE HRYCAK of 

Nexreg Compliance, Inc. provides tweaks, challenges and new interpretations to 

GHS regulations for Mexico and Canada. This includes answers to the most 

common and frequently vexing questions relating to Safety Data Sheets (SDS), 

product labelling and GHS regulatory requirements. Specifically discussed, are the 

major differences between the Mexico and Canadian regulations compared to the 

US regulations. Brief touches are also included on Canadian topics such as TDG 

amendments and the 2017 Inventory Update. 
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For complete PowerPoint 
presentations, SATA members 
can visit the website and click  

on the Member’s Area. 

 
For the topic of Design of Experiment (DOE), DAVID 
DELGROSS, Account Executive for JMP Systems, SAS 
based in Cary, North Carolina introduced DR. GHAZAL 
FALAHI, JMP Systems Engineer, SAS.  
 
David and Dr. Falahi assist customers in the Southeast 
region of the US and gain valuable business insights from 
their data through the use of advanced analytics and data 

visualization. Dr. Falahi has a Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from North Carolina State University. 
Ghazal spoke about the history of DOE and the impact of implementation. She demonstrated the 
current state of the DOE by using examples of how it can be used for sustainability, higher yields and 
lower impurities.   
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KRISTIN POWER, Vice President, State Affairs CSPA presented a “State of the Regulatory 
Climate”.  
 
CSPA works for the Aerosol Industry 
CSPA addresses legislative, regulatory and retailer interests at the international, federal and state levels 
concerning efforts at restricting chemicals. CSPA and member companies are engaged with legislators, 
regulators and retailers to promote and protect the aerosol product form.  
  
 

Seeking International Harmonization 
At the international level, the proposed Canada HFC Regulations would control HFCs through the phase-down of consumption 
of bulk HFCs, complemented by controls on specific products containing HFCs. CSPA interest is on the phase-down of bulk 
HFC importation and on the aerosol-specific controls. The publication of the final regulation is anticipated for Fall 2017 and is 
expected to be in force for import and manufacture of aerosols by July 1, 2018.  
CSPA supports an internationally harmonized definition of aerosol to better facilitate international trade and obviate the need for 
DOT SP-11516. CSPA is seeking amendments to the Hazardous Materials Regulations pertaining to aerosol containers.  

  
Addressing RCRA Issues and Universal Waste 
CSPA recently met with EPA-RCRA to discuss how CSPA can assist EPA in the development of rules addressing the retail 
sector and RCRA and particularly as it applies to aerosols and universal waste. The expectation is that EPA will begin 
developing rules later this year. The CSPA Aerosol Products Division Sustainability Committee is beginning to gather the 
requisite information as rules are developed to support CSPA advocacy efforts to transition aerosols from hazardous to 
universal waste. 
  
Increasing Focus on Right to Know and Ingredient Communication 
Legislation has been introduced in California and at the federal level on consumer and personal care products. In addition, the 
State of New York is taking action to implement existing law which will require ingredient information on manufacturers ’ website 
and on a state-sponsored website.  
  
Addressing VOC Issues 
VOC and related air quality regulations continue to be a challenge for product formulators. 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) is completing the third and final year of its comprehensive product survey. The Ozone 
Transport Commission (OTC) states are in the process of reviewing and revising their VOC standards and CSPA is actively 
involved in the rulemaking process to promote consistency between state regulations and EPA limits.  
  
Restricting Butane Sales to Address Illegal Hash Oil Manufacturing 
Two bills in California would restrict butane sales in an effort to address fire fighters’ concerns related to recent incidents in 
which butane was used to manufacture hash oil resulting in house fires. 
  
Requiring Manufacturers to Pay for End of Product Life Disposal 
Several states are interested in transferring the responsibility for paying for hazardous waste and packaging from local 
governments to manufacturers. Two bills in Oregon would require producers to establish stewardship programs for consumer 
products. In response to concerns about excess packaging in Connecticut in 2016, SB 233 established a task force to create 
performance targets and parameters for verification of reductions in consumer packaging in the state's solid waste stream to at 
least 25 percent beginning January 1, 2024. 
 
In California, in response to requests from stakeholders to engage interested parties in voluntary solutions to meet the 
50% recycling goal for packaging, CalRecycle issued a “Manufacturer’s Challenge” to packaging manufacturers and brand 
owners to achieve a goal of 50% reduction in packaging disposed in California by 2020 
  
Regulation by Retailer Gains Momentum 
We continue work on waste classification and disposal of aerosol products and the proposed mandating of ingredient 
disclosure. CSPA’s board-level task force is actively engaging with retailers on issues related to implementing these policies. 
  
CSPA Ingredient Dictionary Available Online Soon 
  
Updating the Aerosol Guide 
The CSPA Aerosol Products Division Standards Committee is in the process of updating the CSPA Aerosol Guide. 
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2017 SPRING EDITION            FALL MEETING NEWS 

 

37TH ANNUAL 
SATA FALL MEETING 

HILTON HEAD MARRIOTT 
SEPTEMBER 20-22, 2017 

 
EXCITING NEW MEETING FORMAT! 

 
 
 

Wednesday, September 20 
 

5:00-7:00pm Meeting Check-In 
 

5:15-5:30pm 1st Time Attendees ‘Meet the Board’ 
 

5:30pm Welcome Reception (spouses/guests)  
 
 

Thursday, September 21 
 

7:00-12:00pm Fall Meeting (breakfast included) 
       

1:00pm Golf Tournament (spouses/guests)  
 

 
Friday, September 22 

 
7:00-5:30pm Fall Meeting (breakfast & lunch included) 

 
6:00pm Reception/Dinner (spouses/guests) 

 

Agenda details will be on the website as they become available. 
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Your SATA Board of Directors are listening to your input. This 
new meeting format has been developed to encourage greater 
participation in the meeting and still present members the 
opportunity for additional face-to-face meeting time with their 
colleagues and customers.  
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2017 SPRING EDITION                  FALL MEETING 2017 

 

HILTON HEAD MARRIOTT RESORT 
HILTON HEAD, SC 

37TH ANNUAL 
SATA FALL MEETING 

SEPTEMBER 20-22, 2017 

HOTEL REGISTRATION 
 

For hotel reservations, click on this link Book your group rate for SATA 2017 Fall Meeting  
or call  (888) 511-5086.  Reference SATA to receive the following group rates:  

Resort View $169; Ocean View $179; and Ocean Front $209. Taxes and fees are extra.  
 

Hotel reservations must be made by 5:00pm on Friday, August 25, 2017  
to guarantee SATA rate.  

MEETING REGISTRATION  
 

To register for the SATA Fall Meeting, click here.  
 

Register by Friday, August 25, 2017 to avoid late fees.  
 

Sorry no refunds for cancellations after September 10  
however registration fees are transferable to another person within your company. 
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$$  SPECIAL CONCESSIONS OFFERED BY HILTON HEAD MARRIOTT  $$ 
 

 The SATA discounted room rate is available Sunday, September 17 through Monday, September 25. 
Extend your visit and combine a family vacation! 
 

 Daily Resort Fees which includes complimentary guest room Wi-Fi are waived for SATA attendees 
and their guests. 
 

 Self-parking fees included in room rate. 
 

 SATA attendees and their guests receive a 20% discount for services at Spa Soleil located in 
hotel and 24-hour access to the Fitness Center. 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.marriott.com%2Fmeeting-event-hotels%2Fgroup-corporate-travel%2FgroupCorp.mi%3FresLinkData%3DSATA%25202017%2520Fall%2520Meeting%255EHHHGR%2560SATSATA%257CSATSATB%257CSATSATC%2560169.00-209.00%
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2017 SPRING EDITION                        FALL MEETING 

 

37TH ANNUAL 
SATA FALL MEETING 

HILTON HEAD MARRIOTT 
SEPTEMBER 20-22, 2017 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
 
SATA offers sponsorship opportunities to all members as a means of promoting your business to 
other members. SATA will execute the appropriate signage or item. To purchase sponsorships 
visit the SATA website. 

EVENT SPONSORSHIPS 
Golf Hole-36 sponsorships, $200 each 
Signage placed at holes for the golf outing  
Thursday afternoon. 
 
 
Golf Skill Shot-3 sponsorships, $275 each 
Choose from Closest to the Pin,  
Longest Drive, or Longest Putt. 
 
 
Golf Beverage Cart sponsorship, $300 
Have your company’s logo placed on 
the Beverage Cart. 
 
 

MEDIA SPONSORSHIP 
Media Sponsor-unlimited, $250 
Your company’s logo and message is  
displayed on the video screen throughout  
the Fall Meeting. 
 
ELECTRONIC SPONSORSHIP 
Web Sponsor-unlimited, $125 each 
Have your company’s link active on the  
SATA website for a one-year period. 
 
COMBINATION SPONSORSHIP 
Purchase any sponsorship and add 
Web Sponsor for only $100! 
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GOLF TOURNAMENT 
 

 
Palmetto Dunes Golf Course 

 
Thursday, September 21 

 
1:00pm start 

 
 

Join fellow SATA members for an afternoon 
of golf with picturesque views, challenging 
fairways and balanced greens.  
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2017 SPRING EDITION              INNOVATION AWARDS 
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SATA welcomes our current web sponsors. We appreciate your support! 
 

  
 
 

For only $120, Web Sponsors are featured on the SATA website for a one-year period. To become a web sponsor 
 and have your company link active on our website, visit the SATA website. 

SATA will present three Innovation Awards at the Fall Meeting to companies in the aerosol 
industry. The SATA Aerosol Innovation Awards are a natural extension of our Mission “To 
provide forums for the development and sharing of technical, regulatory and marketing  
information to enhance and promote the growth of the aerosol industry.”  This will be  
accomplished by acknowledging and sharing with our membership new aerosol innovations  
in the area of: 

Advancement in Formulation 
Advancement in Regulatory Response 

New Pressurized Package Category or Application 
 

Winners will be recognized among a group of peers at the Fall Meeting, featured on the SATA 
website and announced in our newsletter. The product being nominated must have launched to 
trade after October 2015.  
 

Nominations are open now until August 1st on the SATA website.  
Members and non-Members of SATA are eligible to nominate their own product or another 
company’s. There is no cost to participate and there is no limit to the number of nominations  
you can enter. 
 

Click Here to Nominate 

***2nd Annual Innovation Award Nominations*** 
    Now Open   
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 Pierce Pillon President Finance ppillon@itwcce.com 

   Prog Planning  

     

 Elena Badiuzzi Past President Communications ebadiuzzi@itwprobrands.com 

   Conf Planning  

     

 Lori Parker Treasurer Finance loriparker@arylessence.com 

   Conf Planning  

   Prog Planning  

   Special Awards  

     

 Larry Beaver, Ph.D Vice-President Nominations lbeaver@rscbrands.com 

   Special Awards  

   Prog Planning  

     

 Ryan Dailey Vice-President Conference A/V rdailey@cycanindustries.com 

   Finance  

     

 Kimberly Miller Vice-President Conf Planning kimberly.miller@honeywell.com 

  Secretary Ind Relations  

     

 Nathan Barnes Director Membership nbarnes@spraylock.com 

     

 Dick Christensen Director Ind Relations dchristensen@diversifiedcpc.com 

     

 Jack Finnell Director Communications jfinnell@dscontainers.com 

   Membership  

     

 Ed Freesmeier Director Membership efreesmeier@aerofil.com 

     

 Paul Hvizda Director Communications phvizda@admiralproducts.com 

   Nomination  

   Special Awards  

     

 Matt Morris Director Prog Planning mmorris@itwcce.com 

     

 Dan Padgett Director Ind Relations dpadgett@plaze.com 
     

 Doug Raymond Director Finance djraymond@reg-resources.com 

   Prog Planning  

     

 Bob Reynolds Director Prog Planning bob.reynolds@zepinc.com 
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